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About This Game

Star Nomad is an arcade top-down retro-scifi 2D sandbox spacesim. It was created as an arcade tribute to classic
spacesims of old such as Elite, Wing Commander Privateer, Escape Velocity and Freelancer. If you are a fan of these

games, then you're in for a nostalgic ride!

[FEATURES]
* A simplified arcade take on the often complex sandbox space-sim genre.

* Freedom of play-styles.
* Be a Cargo runner.

* Be a Mercenary unleashing firepower for wealth!
* Be a Miner seeking rare ores.

* Be a Merchant trading in goods!
* Be a Smuggler dealing in lucrative drugs & evade the law!

* Be a Pirate attacking merchant ships, become infamous & fight for anarchy!
* Join huge multi-faction Fleet Battles!

* Dynamic faction standing system, where your actions will determine friends or foes.
* Multiple ship classes to fly, including drone carriers & the mighty Yamato Battleship!

* All ships are up-gradable with modules.

In Star Nomad, you roam free in the Wildlands Sector immersed in a sci-fi noir setting rich in depth and humor. While a
sandbox at heart, it's also heavily story driven with a personal plot inspired by WW2 & classic sci-fi/cyberpunk such as
Blade Runner, Johnny Mnemonic & Gundam that puts you right in the pilot seat to determine the outcome of an escalating
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corporate war!

Star Nomad has a semi-permadeath system whereby you will lose your ship, but insurance will payout most of the ship value in
credits. Death does sting, so take care, please read the brief manual (accessed via this store page, on the right) before starting

your piloting career!
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Title: Star Nomad
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Huy Phan
Publisher:
Huy Phan
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Duo Core or greater

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000 or greater with updated DX10 drivers

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard or better

Additional Notes: Supports mouse/keyboard or touchscreen

English
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Fun game. Worth the price. Would like to play more like this!. I started as an absolute beginner with the flute. First levels
seemed to be really easy. But the game is more difficult in higher levels. Now I have played the game for 10 hours and I have
finished all the basic levels. I have to practice more for the X level and DLC songs.

There are not many good games for instrument practice and I only know about this one for soprano flute (recorder).
I only wish there would be an option for alto flute. It would be also nice to have an editor for new songs.. NEVER EVER
AGAIN
8/8M8. For the amount of money I paid for it I'd better \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing get Darkseid and the rest bundled in
with the other 2 fighter packs...
The actual fighters I got are great, just worried that I might have to buy Darkseid separately, and, if I may be blunt, if that is the
case.
Netherrealm can go suck a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
EDIT: SO it turns out everything EXCEPT Darkseid is included in this pack... well\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..
EDIT NUMERO DOS: Yes, I made a mistake in not reading, Netherrealm is not at fault, my fault for expecting a complete
experience. All comments will now be deleted.. 1. Buy a new, cheap game with Steam Trading Cards.
2. Install the game.
3. Get cards.
4. Sell cards.
5. Profit.
6. Uninstall.

10/10 - would make profit again!
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==================================
Real Review: This game was good. It's addicting.
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Fun game, nice mix of tabletop and character customization. A few bugs still but nothing game breaking. I would highly
recomend if your looking for a rpg that doesn't require three days of reading or a crafting system that requires a college degree.
Also a great sound track and I would have never known this was an asian game. Great Job!. Probably a good game on its own,
but having played both MSF 1 and 2, I can't help but compare it to those two games, both of which are far superior. Just get
MSF HD instead.. This game is a case of "great concept, poor execution".

In Payroll, you assume the role of an office drone. The game is meant to feel like a windows 95 era throwback, and captures the
spirit of the era with it's simple mechanics and 256-color graphics. Unfortunatley, that's about all it gets right.

The gameplay is frustrating, and you are only given the most cryptic of indications of what you are supposed to be doing. Every
character "speaks" in a manner reminicant of the adult dialogue in a Charlie Brown cartoon. The tasks are menial, and there is
pretty much zero fun to be had. You're better off watching old reruns of "The Office". I really can't find a single reason to
reccomend this game to anyone. Don't waste your time.. I enjoyed watching this, but I wish there would be more options for
movement or scaling.. auto clicker makes this to easy

11/1290324223

cucmber
there, that review was better then the game

THankS {LINK REMOVED}
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